TDA Usage with Reachstackers

To take advantage of the TDA area, the container location hardware, and reduce congestion.

The TDA area, once constructed, will be combined with computerized container location hardware, computerized container assignment hardware, the data communications system, and a new Operations process. This will help eliminate congestion in the stack area and to impose discipline on the first-in first-out truck queue.

There will be only as many trucks in the stack area as there is equipment to service the trucks. The truck drivers will no longer have to locate the container nor depart their truck cabin. The reachstacker can begin working on delivering the needed container even before the truck arrives on scene.

For more information on this year’s changes at Landers Terminal, please refer to all five educational flyers in distribution:

1. Stack striping
2. RTG assembly
3. TDA construction
4. TDA usage with reachstackers
5. TDA usage with reachstackers and RTGs

For more information: landersstackingproject@nscorp.com